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Abstract

The protease from type 1 human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) is a critical drug target against which
many therapeutically useful inhibitors have been developed; however, the set of viral strains in the popu-
lation has been shifting to become more drug-resistant. Because indirect effects are contributing to drug
resistance, an examination of the dynamic structures of a wild-type and a mutant could be insightful.
Consequently, this study examined structural properties sampled during 22 nsec, all atom molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations (in explicit water) of both a wild-type and the drug-resistant V82F/I84V mutant
of HIV-1 protease. The V82F/I84V mutation significantly decreases the binding affinity of all HIV-1
protease inhibitors currently used clinically. Simulations have shown that the curling of the tips of the active
site flaps immediately results in flap opening. In the 22-nsec MD simulations presented here, more frequent
and more rapid curling of the mutant’s active site flap tips was observed. The mutant protease’s flaps also
opened farther than the wild-type’s flaps did and displayed more flexibility. This suggests that the effect of
the mutations on the equilibrium between the semiopen and closed conformations could be one aspect of the
mechanism of drug resistance for this mutant. In addition, correlated fluctuations in the active site and
periphery were noted that point to a possible binding site for allosteric inhibitors.
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The development of resistance to the different drugs admin-
istered in the Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy
(HAART) cocktails is an ever-escalating problem. In a
study of strains isolated from patients recently infected with
HIV, the frequency of high-level resistance to one drug
increased from 3.4% (1995–1998) to 12.4% (1999–2000),

P � 0.002, and the frequency of resistance to multiple dif-
ferent drugs increased from 1.1% to 6.2% during those same
few years, P � 0.01 (Little et al. 2002). Thus, the protease
inhibitors currently available are becoming less effective,
because the entire pool of viral strains within the United
States is shifting to a more drug-resistant state.

Importance of flap dynamics

Examination of different ligand-bound conformations of
HIV protease suggests that some mutations alter the equi-
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librium between the closed and open conformations of the
protease (Rose et al. 1998). These differences, in turn, may
alter the dissociation rates and affinities of drugs (Rose et al.
1998). Here, simulation data are presented that suggest that
the V82F/I84V double mutation could be shifting that equi-
librium between closed and semiopen forms in a manner
that causes the mutant to favor the semiopen conformations
more than the wild type prefers them.

There are published data indicating that certain active-site
mutations affect the dynamics of conformational changes,
causing the decreases in drug binding affinity. Kinetic ex-
periments show that the decreased affinity of drugs for the
L90M, G48V, and L90M/G48V mutants is caused by an
increase in dissociation rates, which is due to increases in
the flap opening rates, decreases in the flap closing rates, or
both (Maschera et al. 1996). The association rates for the
wild type and for those mutants were not significantly dif-
ferent (Maschera et al. 1996). MD simulations of a wild
type and of an M46I mutant for 11 nsec performed by
Rothlisberger’s group (Piana et al. 2002b) indicated that
although M46I does not significantly affect the global, av-
erage structure, it does induce subtle differences in the dy-
namics; specifically, M46I stabilized the flaps in the closed
conformation. Previous MD simulations from Erickson’s
group (Collins et al. 1995) produced a similar conclusion:
M46I increases the stability of the conformation with closed
flaps, which decreases the flexibility of the flaps. Weber’s
group, which crystallized several different mutants of
HIV-1 protease with different peptide inhibitor analogs and
also performed kinetic studies, reported that the K45I mu-
tant has lower B-factors than the wild type, it has decreased
mobility in its flaps (particularly residues 42–52) compared
to the wild type, and it has increased activity (Mahalingam
et al. 2001, 2002).

Further support for the importance of flap dynamics
comes from NMR studies (Katoh et al. 2003), which sug-
gested that the particular composition of the flap residues
has little impact on substrate specificity, because most of the
flap residues do not have unique interactions with the pep-
tide/peptidomimetic substrates. This idea is supported by
the fact that mutational studies involving the flap residues
tend to produce mutants with near wild-type specificity
(Katoh et al. 2003). If the particular sequence of most of the
flap residues is not the major determinant of specificity,
then this implies that flap dynamics could be a possible
source of the specificity that surely does exist. NMR studies
also suggest that association of substrates is controlled by a
rare event, such as opening of the flaps (Katoh et al. 2003).
Similarly, dissociation of products or release of the inhibitor
would probably be significantly affected by the rate of
flap opening as well. Thus, flap dynamics are likely in-
volved in regulating both the association rates and the dis-
sociation rates, both of which modulate the binding affinity
of drugs.

Flap dynamics is also involved in the enzymatic mecha-
nism itself. Ab initio quantum chemical calculations (i.e., ab
initio MD) and classical MD simulations of the HIV-1 pro-
tease complex (Piana et al. 2002a) indicated that the acti-
vation free energy barrier of the enzymatic reaction is
highly sensitive to the distance between the substrate and
the catalytic aspartates, which is controlled by the flap dy-
namics. Similarly, conventional MD simulations (Piana et
al. 2002b) indicated that the motion of the substrate towards
the catalytic aspartates is tightly coupled to dynamics of the
flap tips. Thus, the protein’s structural dynamics includes
the initial opening of the flaps that allows the substrate/drug
to access the active site, the closing of the flaps and the
positioning of the substrate to make the enzyme catalyti-
cally competent, and the subsequent reopening of the flaps
that allows the products or inhibitor to escape the active site.
Mutations could perturb any of these critical events in the
enzyme’s catalytic cycle.

Extent of flap motion possible
on the nanosecond time scale

The simulations from Schiffer’s group showed complete
flap opening (starting with the semiopen conformation and
reaching the fully open form) after 3 nsec of conventional,
solvated MD on the apo protease (Scott and Schiffer 2000).
A previous simulation performed by Erickson’s group
showed flap opening (from the closed to the semiopen con-
formation) within 140 psec, but in this case, the dynamics
were perturbed by external forces that drove the protease
core from a conformation seen in a closed structure to one
seen in a semiopen structure (Collins et al. 1995).

NMR data from Torchia’s group indicate that the transi-
tion from the semiopen to the open conformation of the apo
HIV-1 protease occurs on the 100-�sec time scale (Ishima
et al. 1999). However, it was also observed that for the apo
protease, the conformations with the semiopen flaps are the
predominant form (Ishima et al. 1999), which is an obser-
vation supported by all NMR and crystallographic studies of
apo HIV-1 protease. NMR and crystal structures of ligand-
bound HIV-1 protease always produce the closed confor-
mation. In addition, umbrella sampling MD calculations
confirm that for apo protease the semiopen conformation is
more stable than the closed conformation, due to differences
in the entropy of the flap residues (Rick et al. 1998). The
above data indicate that when HIV-1 protease is not bound
by a ligand, it favors the semiopen conformation; thus, the
transition from the semiopen form of apo protease to the
fully open form of apo protease is at least a slightly unfa-
vorable and rare occurrence that likely occurs in vitro on the
microsecond time scale. By chance and/or because of fea-
tures of the GROMOS force field, the flaps opened from the
semiopen form to a fully open conformation during a pub-
lished simulation of 10 nsec of conventional MD (Scott and
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Schiffer 2000). Torchia’s NMR studies indicated that fluc-
tuations of the F53 ring are likely coupled to the motion of
the entire flap backbone (Ishima et al. 1999). In the um-
brella sampling MD calculations performed by Burt’s
group, extensive flexibility was observed for the flap tip
residues, and it was shown that the flap’s tips curl in (resi-
dues 48–52 undergo large changes in their � and � torsion
values and fold back onto themselves to give a bent L struc-
ture) before they open (Rick et al. 1998). The notion of the
curling behavior of the flap tips is consistent with the NMR
data from Torchia’s group (Freedberg et al. 2002), which
indicated that significant motion of the flap tip residues
49–53 does occur on a subnanosecond time scale.

Although the transition from the semiopen form of the
apo protease to the fully open form appears to be a some-
what unfavorable and rare event, the structural transition
from the closed conformation of the apo protease to the
semiopen conformation is quite favorable and should be
expected to occur very rapidly. The simulations presented
here began with the coordinates of the closed conformations
of HIV-1 protease:inhibitor complexes. The inhibitors were
deleted and then replaced with water before these MD simu-
lations were initiated, and, as expected, large flap motions
were observed. Most published simulations were performed
on either the closed complex of HIV-1 protease still bound
to a substrate/inhibitor (with very little flap motion during
the simulations) or on the semiopen conformation of the apo
protease (with substantial flap motion). One short simula-
tion (400 psec, in pseudo vacuum) utilized an approach
similar to the one presented here (Zoete et al. 2002). In that
simulation (which was part of an exhaustive collection of
many different MD simulations of HIV protease that were
then used for normal mode analyses), the authors took the
coordinates of an HIV-1 protease complex, deleted the in-
hibitor, and then performed MD on the closed conformation
of the apo protease (Zoete et al. 2002). Their analyses
(Zoete et al. 2002) indicated that the dynamic motion of the
flaps was facilitated by deleting the ligand prior to initiating
the MD simulation.

The significance of the curling of the flap tips

The early “activated” MD simulations by Burt’s group (in
which the flaps opened from the closed conformation to the
semiopen conformation; Rick et al. 1998) and the recent
conventional MD simulations by Schiffer’s group (in which
the flaps opened from the semiopen conformation to the
fully open form; Scott and Schiffer 2000) both displayed
curling behavior of the tips of the active site flaps (residues
G48–G49–I50–G51–G52), and both studies indicated that
the curling of the flap tips preceded flap opening. Scott and
Schiffer (2000) stated that after 3 nsec of the MD simula-
tion, the curling of the tips of the active site flaps quickly
resulted in the flaps opening up to the fully open confor-

mation (i.e., the curling behavior of the flap tips facilitated
opening of the entire flaps from the semiopen form to a
distance large enough to allow substrates to access the ac-
tive site).

Such motions of the flap tip residues are consistent with
NMR data. Torchia’s group observed rapid motion on a
<<10 nsec time scale for residues G49, I50, G51, and G52
(Ishima et al. 1999). In more recent NMR experiments, it
was shown that the flap tip residues 49–53 experience sig-
nificant subnanosecond time scale motion (Freedberg et al.
2002). Torchia’s group also noticed that fluctuations of F53
are likely coupled to motion of the entire flap backbone
(Ishima et al. 1999). Thus, NMR studies indicate both that
flap tip motion does actually occur in vitro on a subnano-
second time scale, and that the motion of the flap tip is
likely coupled to motion of the entire flap backbone.

The importance of studying the
V82F/I84V double mutant

The V82F/I84V double mutation impedes the binding of all
of the inhibitors currently used clinically (including Ampre-
navir) by making the inhibitor’s affinity for the mutant from
11-fold to 2000-fold worse than its affinity for the wild-type
HIV-1 protease (Ala et al. 1997; Klabe et al. 1998; Ohtaka
et al. 2002). For example, the V82F/I84V double mutant has
a 700-fold increase in Ki for ritonavir, a 79-fold increase in
Ki for indinavir, an 86-fold increase in Ki for nelfinavir, and
a 1000-fold increase in Ki for DMP323 and DMP450 (Ala
et al. 1997; Klabe et al. 1998). Even though the V82F/I84V
mutation has a large effect on drug binding affinity, the
structures of the backbones of the wild type (1KZK.pdb;
Reiling et al. 2002) and of the mutant (1D4S.pdb; Thais-
rivongs et al. 1996) are nearly identical (the RMSD between
all backbone atoms of the crystal structures � 0.76 Å; see
Fig. 1). Because the V82F/I84V double mutation deleteri-
ously affects the affinities of all of the clinically used HIV-1
protease active site inhibitors (which includes inhibitors of
several different classes), this suggests that the V82F/I84V
mutant is likely displaying some of the indirect effects that
are involved in drug resistance, which makes this a good
system to study when trying to learn about those effects.
(Note: If residue B has a hydrogen bond with a drug, that is
an example of a direct effect on the drug; however, if resi-
due X has interactions that affect the position of that residue
B, then residue X has an indirect effect on the drug.)

The current convention for the terminology of the topol-
ogy of HIV protease is heavily based upon one particular
hypothesis of the mechanism governing flap motion. A pos-
sible new convention for the terminology of the topology of
HIV protease that is independent of all mechanistic hypoth-
eses is as follows: The Flap � residues 43–58 (the active
site flaps will retain their name), the Ear or Ear Flap� 35–
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42 (currently called the Elbow of the Flap), the Cheek
Turn � 11–22 (i.e., the Fulcrum), the Cheek Sheet � 59–
75 (currently called the Cantilever), the Eye � 23–30 (it
contains the catalytic Asp that “sees” the drug), and the
Nose � 6–10 (which contains the R8 that blocks the front
entrance to the active site). Similarly, the Whiskers (1–5 and
95–99) would refer to the termini involved in forming the
dimerization interface, residues 86–90 form the helix, and
79–84 form the Wall Turn (the turn composing the active
site’s wall). This new convention also seems much easier
for people from many different disciplines to remember:
Almost every depiction of HIV protease shows the same
view, which looks like the head of a fat cat or a bulldog.

The ensembles of conformations generated for this V82F/
I84V mutant and for the wild type are currently being used
for the implementation of the new Relaxed Complex
method (Lin et al. 2002, 2003), which incorporates the flex-
ibility of both the ligand and the target protein by using a
docking algorithm that allows full ligand flexibility and by
targeting a significant percentage of the entire ensemble of
protein conformations in an automated fashion. When
implementing the Relaxed Complex method, the drugs will
be optimized by following the advice, which indicates the
residues that should be targeted to evade resistance (Wang
and Kollman 2001; Ohtaka et al. 2002), and the general
strategies developed by the McCammon group (Hodge et al.
1997) will be utilized. Thus, this particular mutant was stud-
ied both for the basic information that it might provide
about general features involved in drug resistance as well as

for the direct applications involving the design of an inhibi-
tor that is effective against that V82F/I84V mutant.

Results

Properties of the global structures

Conventional MD simulations were initiated using the
closed conformations of the apo wild-type and the apo
V82F/I84V mutant of HIV-1 protease, and the simulations
were performed for 22 nsec on each system. Both systems
began with nearly identical backbone structures (the RMSD
of all backbone atoms between the two crystal struc-
tures � 0.76 Å; Fig. 1), and both systems departed from
their crystal structures to a similar extent during most of the
simulations (Fig. 2). However, the mutant did have a larger
RMSD than the wild type during the last 8 nsec, which was
likely due to the fact that the mutant’s flaps continued to
open even further, while the wild-type’s flaps transiently
closed and then began opening again during that interval
(see Fig. 7).

As can be seen in Figure 2, the wild-type and the mutant
HIV-1 protease systems departed from their crystallo-
graphic structures by an RMSD of approximately 1.75 to
2.25 Å. For a qualitative comparison, note that in the simu-
lations from the Karplus group (Zoete et al. 2002) an RMSD
of 1.75 Å (for all backbone atoms) was observed between
the minimized forms of the closed and certain semiopen
conformations. Thus, a qualitative examination of the
RMSD trajectories from these simulations of the wild-type
and mutant systems suggests that both protease molecules
might have undergone enough flap opening to enable reach-
ing the semiopen conformations. More direct measurements

Figure 1. Topology of HIV protease: The mutant side chains 82F and 84V
are displayed in red stick mode, while all other side chains are not dis-
played. The cyan ribbon depicts the backbone of the mutant 1D4S.pdb,
while the purple ribbon displays the backbone of the wild-type 1KZK.pdb
(backbone RMSD � 0.76 Å). A possible new convention for the termi-
nology of the topology of HIV protease is proposed that involves the
following: Flap (43–58), Ear (35–42), Cheek (Cheek Turn � 11–22 and
Cheek Sheet � 59–75), Eye (23–30), and Nose (6–10). Unlike the current
convention, this new terminology is independent of any particular hypoth-
esis of the mechanism of flap motion.

Figure 2. Root-mean-square deviation of the backbone atoms (i.e., N, � C,
and carbonyl C) with respect to time. For qualitative comparisons, an
RMSD of 1.75 Å was observed between certain semiopen and closed
conformations in one published study.
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will be shown later to prove that opening of the flaps to the
semiopen form did indeed occur in these simulations (for at
least the mutant system).

Curling behavior of the flap tips

According to published simulations, the curling of the tips
of the active site flaps triggers opening of the entire flaps
(see the introduction). To investigate this flap tip behavior,
the variability in certain “TriCa Angles” (i.e., the angle
between three adjacent � carbons) was measured. Although
it is certainly possible that other ways of measuring the
curling behavior of the flap tips could be devised, any curl-
ing of the flap tips that does occur should involve changes
in the TriCa Angles of the residues at or near the tips. The
flaps and Ears were scanned using the TriCa Angle analysis
in a sliding window approach that involved residues 33–57
and 133–157 (e.g., scans were done of residues 33–34–35,
34–35–36, 35–36–37, etc.). This determined that for both
wild-type and mutant systems, the exact same TriCa Angles
for the tips of the active site flaps (angles G48–G49–I50 and
G148–G149–I150) and for the tips of the Ear Flaps (angles
L38–P39–G40, G40–K41–W42, L138–P139–G140, and
G140–K141–W142) displayed the most variation among all
the residues scanned (as judged by having much larger val-
ues of both the standard deviations and the ranges). An
observation was made that a few of the TriCa Angles for
those flap tip and Ear tip residues also displayed a distinct,
bimodal distribution (angles G48–G49–I50 and G148–
G149–I150 had the most well-separated bimodal distribu-
tions, but angles L38–P39–G40, G40–K41–W42, L138–
P139–G140, G140–K141–W142, I47–G48–G49, and I147–
G148–G149 also had bimodal distributions, although they

were not as distinct). The particular TriCa angle for the flap
tip residues G48–G49–I50 displayed the greatest differ-
ences between wild-type and mutant simulations, and its
trajectory is shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3 it is apparent that the mutant switched be-
tween those two subsets of conformational space many
more times than the wild type switched, especially during
0–8 nsec. The curled-in and curled-out states are displayed
in Figure 4. The qualitative residence times spent within
each curled-in (∼115°) or curled-out (∼145°) state indicate
that the mutant’s flap tip was actually curling faster than the
wild-type’s flap tip (see Fig. 3). Thus, the V82F/I84V mu-
tant’s flap tip curled more rapidly and more frequently than
the wild-type’s flap tip. The large flap displacements that
were observed in the wild-type and mutant simulations
frequently involved substantial curling behavior of the flap
tips (see Fig. 5). Because curling of the flap tip likely pro-
duces flap opening, the more rapid and more frequent curl-
ing behavior displayed by the V82F/I84V mutant in these

Figure 3. Comparing the curling of the flap tips: The black line displays
the curling behavior of wild-type monomer A’s flap tip, while the red line
depicts the curling of the mutant’s flap tip. When a flap tip curls, its
backbone geometry must change. To demonstrate curling behavior, the
variability in the angle between the three � C’s of G48–G49–I50 is shown.

Figure 4. Curled-in vs. curled-out flap tips: Ribbon representations are
shown of the two extrema from the largest flap opening event that occurred
in the wild-type simulation. The snapshot from 17,505 psec is colored red,
it has a I50 C �–D25 C � distance of 10.6 Å, and it has a value of 149° for
TriCa Angle 6 (G48–G49–I50, which is colored white). Thus, the red
ribbon is displaying the curled out state. The snapshot from 17,666 psec is
colored violet, it has a I50 C �–D25 C � distance of 16.0 Å, and it has a
value of 108° for TriCa Angle 6. Thus, the violet ribbon has its flap tip
curled in.
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Figure 5. Rapid curling behavior was displayed: The above seven ribbon diagrams depict a fast flap-opening event (3.0 Å displace-
ment in 20 psec) that involved rapid curling behavior of the mutant’s flap tip. The snapshot from 4210 psec is colored orange, it has
a I50 C �–D25 C � distance of 13.8 Å, and it has a value of 147° for TriCa Angle 6 (G48–G49–I50, which is colored white). The time
points, flap–Asp distances, and TriCa Angle 6 values for the other images are as follows: 4214 psec in cyan, 14.9 Å, 120°; 4217 psec
in light blue, 14.9 Å, 138°; 4225 psec in purple, 15.5 Å, 118°; 4226 psec in violet, 16.5 Å, 131°; 4227 psec in magenta, 15.5 Å, 114°;
and 4228 psec in white, 14.9 Å, 135°. The displacement of flap A proceeded from 13.5 Å at 4206 psec to 16.5 Å at 4226 psec (see
also Supplemental Material, Fig. 2).
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simulations suggests that more flap opening should have
been observed in the mutant system. This was indeed the
case.

Extent of flap opening observed in these simulations

By several different ways of measuring flap opening, this
drug-resistant mutant’s active site flaps opened more than
the wild-type’s flaps during these simulations. The mutant’s
flaps opened farther (i.e., they sampled much larger distance
values), and the mutant’s flap–catalytic Asp distance values
fluctuated much more erratically than the wild-type’s val-

ues. Although observing the same average dynamic prop-
erties for both of the flaps is expected (provided that the
simulations were of sufficient duration), observing the same
motions in both flaps at any one point in time should not be
expected (see the Discussion). Because it is now known that
the nature of the motions of the flaps at any given point in
time is asymmetric, and because of the recent discovery of
the importance of the curling behavior at the tips of the flaps,
nontraditional distance measurements were selected to monitor
flap motion. Instead of monitoring the I50–I150 distance,
which could be affected by both flap tip curling and by flap
asymmetry, different distances between the tip of one flap and

Figure 6. Flap tip to catalytic asp distances: The black histograms represent the wild-type frequencies, while the red histograms display
the drug-resistant V82F/I84V mutant’s frequencies. The graph on the left indicates the values that were sampled by the I50 C �–D25
C � distance during nsec 2–22, while the graph on the right signifies the values sampled for the I150 C �–D125 C � distance. The
green line marks the I50–D25 distance value from the apo [semiopen] 1HHP.pdb structure; thus, any snapshot with an I50–D25 (or
I150–D125) distance greater than or equal to 15.8 Å is defined as a snapshot in the semiopen conformation. For comparison, those
distances in the closed crystallographic complexes were as follows: I50–D25 in 1KZK (w.t.) � 12.4 Å and in 1D4S � 12.1 Å;
I150–D125 in 1KZK � 13.0 Å and in 1D4S � 12.1 Å. The ribbon diagram displays one of the flap tip-to-Asp distance measurements
as a magenta stick.
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one of the catalytic Asp’s (and the corresponding distances in
the other monomer) were measured (see Fig. 6).

The distance values from the simulations were compared
to those values measured from the 1HHP.pdb crystal struc-
ture, which is a structure of apo HIV-1 protease in the
semiopen form (Spinelli et al. 1991). Thus, any snapshot
with a distance value greater than or equal to the value of
that distance in the 1HHP.pdb structure will be defined as a
snapshot in the semiopen conformation. Choosing a particu-
lar definition of the “semiopen” conformations is a some-
what subjective process.

Figure 7 displays the trajectories of the data that are
shown as histograms in Figure 6. From these trajectories it
is obvious that the mutant’s flap opened much more than the
wild-type’s flap (i.e., the mutant’s flap sampled much larger
flap–Asp distance values, and the mutant’s flap–Asp dis-
tance values fluctuated much more erratically than the wild-
type’s values). Compare the flap-opening trajectory in Fig-
ure 7 to the flap tip curling behavior shown in Figure 3.
When that flap tip is curling frequently in both systems
during 0–8 nsec, that flap is opening in both the wild-type
and the mutant systems (i.e., the distances between the flaps
and the catalytic aspartates are generally increasing). During
8–16 nsec, little to no flap tip curling is observed for the
wild type, and its flap-to-Asp distance remains fairly con-
sistent. Around the 17th nsec the flap tips curl frequently
again in both systems, and that curling behavior is followed
by further flap opening for the mutant and by transient flap
closing and then flap opening for the wild type.

For visual depictions of the maximum flap–Asp distances
sampled in these simulations, see Figures 8–11. The global

maxima sampled for the distance between I50 and D25 in
each simulation are compared to a space-filling view of the
closed conformation of protease in Figure 8. From Figure 8
it is readily apparent that the mutant simulation sampled
much larger flap–Asp distance values than the wild-type
simulation. To indicate the relative size of the active site in
the mutant snapshot that had the largest I50–D25 distance,
that maximum mutant snapshot is shown with a natural
substrate in the space-filling representation (see Fig. 9).
That image was generated by using the backbone atoms of
residues 6–30 and 106–130 to superimpose the complex of
the D25N mutant of HIV-1 protease with its natural sub-
strate KARVLAEAM (1F7A.pdb � Prabu-Jeyabakin et al.
2000) onto the snapshot from 18,282 psec of the mutant
simulation. The protease molecule from the 1F7A crystal
structure was then hidden, leaving the natural substrate at a
reasonable position within that mutant snapshot’s active
site. Figure 10 displays the global maxima sampled for the
I50–D25 distance from each simulation superimposed (us-
ing the backbone atoms of residues 6–30 and 106–130) onto
a closed and onto a semiopen crystal structure. In Figure 10
it appears that only the wild-type monomer on the right
reached the semiopen form; however, both monomers of the
mutant clearly sampled flap–Asp distance values greater
than those observed in the semiopen crystal structure. Fig-
ure 11 indicates that the mutant simulation produced many
different snapshots with flaps that are at least semiopen.

Although it is best to measure one particular flap at a time
when investigating the flap’s flexibility and the extent of
flap motion sampled, assessing the behavior of both flap tips
with respect to the catalytic Asp’s can provide insight about
the accessibility of the active site to drugs/substrates. Mea-
surements involving the motion of the center of mass of the
tips of both flaps relative to a catalytic Asp were thus col-
lected (see Figs. 12 and 13). No matter what distance was
used to monitor flap motion, the conclusion was always the
same. This drug-resistant mutant’s flaps opened more than
the wild-type’s flaps during the same time period (i.e., the
mutant’s flaps opened up to larger distances, and the mu-
tant’s flap–Asp distances fluctuated more erratically).

Possible relationship connecting
motion of the flaps and the ears

The Ear Flaps (see Fig. 1) are connected to the active site
flaps in sequence, and likely in dynamic structure—half of
the Ear Flap is, in fact, the opposite end of one of the
�-strands composing half of the active site flap. Because the
same �-strand forms half of the Ear Flap and half of the
active site flap, it makes sense that their motions would be
connected in some way. The mutant ensemble displayed
larger distances between the flaps and the catalytic Asp’s
(i.e., the mutant’s flaps opened farther than the wild-type’s
flaps; see Figs. 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 13); conversely, the

Figure 7. Comparing the motion of monomer A’s flap: The black curve
maps the trajectory of the wild-type’s distance from I50 C � to D25 C �,
while the red curve shows the mutant’s flap tip-to-catalytic Asp distance
trajectory. Any snapshot with an I50–D25 distance greater than or equal to
15.8 Å is defined as a snapshot in the semiopen conformation (according
to the 1HHP.pdb crystal structure). To observe the motion of monomer B’s
flap for these systems, see the Supplemental Material, Figure 3.
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mutant ensemble sampled smaller distances between the Ear
Flaps and the Cheek region.

From Figure 14 it is apparent that the wild-type ensemble
sampled larger Ear-to-Cheek distance values than the mu-

tant. The ensemble that sampled larger Ear-to-Cheek values
also displayed smaller flap-to-Asp values, and vice versa.
The same relationship was observed for both monomers
(i.e., the wild-type ensemble also sampled larger values for
the P139–G116 and the G140–Q161 distances; see Supple-
mental Material, Fig. 4). The opposite relationship that was
observed in both ensembles between Ear–Cheek distances
and flap–Asp distances prompted an investigation of these
distance values with respect to time (and to each other).

A qualitative analysis of the two trajectories in Figure 15
indicates that in the wild-type’s simulation, the motion of
the flap–Asp distance was anticorrelated with the motion of
the Ear–Cheek distance (i.e., when the Ear-to-Cheek dis-
tance was generally decreasing, the flap to Asp distance was
increasing). The same anticorrelated relationship was ob-
served in the mutant’s simulation; however, the trend was
not quite as clean due to the increased flexibility of the
mutant’s flaps (see Supplemental Material, Figs. 5 and 6).

Discussion

To examine the fundamental structural underpinnings af-
fecting drug-resistance against HIV-1 protease inhibitors,
22 nsec of molecular dynamics (MD) were simulated on

Figure 9. The most open snapshot from the mutant’s simulation: The red
space-filling model displays snapshot 18,282 psec from the mutant’s simu-
lation, which is the mutant snapshot that displayed the largest value for the
distance between I50 and D25. The green space-filling model represents
the substrate KARVLAEAM from the 1F7A.pdb crystal structure of the
D25N mutant of HIV-1 protease bound to that peptide. The backbone
atoms of residues 6–30 and 106–130 were used to superimpose the 1F7A
complex onto the snapshot from 18,282 psec, and then the protease mol-
ecule from the 1F7A complex was hidden. This mutant snapshot has more
than enough space to easily accommodate its natural substrate.

Figure 8. Global maxima for flap tip A-to-catalytic Asp 25 distances compared to a closed crystal structure: The cyan space-filling
model depicts the mutant’s closed crystal structure (1D4S.pdb, with the ligand not displayed), the red space-filling image shows the
mutant snapshot that sampled the largest distance from I50 C � to D25 C � (i.e., snapshot 18,282 psec, distance � 25.2 Å), the small
ligand colored by atom type is the substrate KARVLAEAM from the 1F7A.pdb crystal structure of the D25N mutant of HIV-1 protease
bound to that peptide, and the green CPK model displays the wild-type snapshot that sampled the largest flap–Asp distance (i.e.,
snapshot 11,353 psec, distance � 18.1 Å).
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both a wild-type HIV-1 protease (1KZK.pdb) and on the
drug-resistant V82F/I84V mutant of HIV-1 protease
(1D4S.pdb) in all-atom mode with thousands of explicit

waters present. The mutant structure 1D4S.pdb is the Ti-
pranavir-bound conformation, and it contains the V82F and
I84V active site mutations that significantly decrease the
affinities of all HIV-1 protease inhibitors currently used
clinically. The wild-type structure 1KZK.pdb is the JE-
2147–bound conformation of protease. These studies began
with crystal structures of the protease : inhibitor complexes,
but the inhibitors were deleted prior to initiating these MD
simulations. Deletion of the inhibitors before performing
these MD studies on the closed forms of the apo protease
molecules facilitated the large flap motions that were ob-

Figure 10. Global maxima for flap tip A-to-catalytic Asp 25 distances
compared to the crystal structures of the closed and semiopen conforma-
tions: The closed conformation of the wild-type crystal structure (1KZK) is
shown as the violet ribbon, and the semiopen conformation of the 1HHP
crystal structure is displayed as the monomer on the right in white line-
ribbon mode. The mutant snapshot that sampled the largest distance from
I50 C � to D25 C � (i.e., snapshot 18,282 psec, distance � 25.2 Å) is
depicted as the red ribbon, and the green ribbon displays the wild-type
snapshot that sampled the largest flap–Asp distance (i.e., snapshot 11,353
ps, distance � 18.1 Å). For the distance values displayed by the crystal
structures for this dimension, see the caption for Figure 6.

Figure 11. The most open snapshots from the mutant’s simulation com-
pared to the closed and semiopen crystallographic conformations: The
solid ribbon in cyan represents the mutant’s crystal structure of the closed
complex (1D4S), while the monomer on the right with a solid orange
ribbon shows the semiopen conformation of the 1HHP crystal structure of
the apo protease. The ribbons shown in line mode depict the local maxima
for the distance between I50 and D25 in the mutant’s simulation. These
maxima were the peaks from different flap opening events. The following
snapshots are displayed: 18,282 � red (I50–D25 distance was 25.2 Å),
20,210 � orange (24.4 Å), 18,821 � green (23.6 Å), 15,296 � light blue
(23.0 Å), 12,066 � purple (22.9 Å), and 17,620 � magenta (22.9 Å). For
the maxima from the wild-type simulation along this dimension, see Fig. 16.

Figure 12. Distances between the center of mass of the top of both flap
tips to a catalytic Asp: The distances between the center of mass of G51
and G151 to either D25 C � or D125 C � were measured. The black and
red curves symbolize the distance between the center of mass of two
residues at the tops of the tips of both flaps to the catalytic Asp of monomer
B (i.e., distance L) for wild-type and for mutant, respectively. The blue and
magenta curves depict the distance from the C.O.M. of the tips of both
flaps to the catalytic Asp of monomer A for wild-type and for mutant (i.e.,
dist. L2), respectively. For comparison, that distance had a value of 19.7 Å
in the 1HHP.pdb [semiopen] structure, while its values in the closed crys-
tallographic complexes for distances L and L2 were 15.0 Å and 14.9 Å in
1KZK and 14.6 Å and 14.1 Å in 1D4S. The ribbon diagram displays the
location of distance L2; the red stick connects the two Gly residues whose
center of mass was utilized, while the magenta stick connects that center of
mass to the respective catalytic Asp.
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served, because the apo protease thermodynamically favors
the semiopen form. Large displacements of the active site
flaps were observed, which included the structural transition

wherein the flaps opened from the closed conformation to a
semiopen form.

Previous simulations in which flap opening was assessed

Figure 14. Distances between the ear and the cheek: The histograms on the left depict the distance from the Ear Flap tip (P39 C �)
to the Cheek Turn (G16 C �), while the histograms on the right display the distance from the Ear Flap Tip (G40 C �) to the Cheek
Sheet (Q61 C �). As in all figures, red � mutant (i.e., 1D4S), and black � wild type (i.e., 1KZK). The values for these distances in
the crystal structures were as follows: P39–G16 in 1KZK � 7.9 Å, in 1D4S � 9.0 Å, and in 1HHP � 8.4 Å; G40–Q61 in
1KZK � 9.6 Å, in 1D4S � 9.7 Å, and in 1HHP � 9.4 Å. The ribbon diagram below each graph displays the particular distance value
measured as a magenta stick.

Figure 13. Distances between the center of mass of the bottom of both flap tips to a catalytic Asp: The distances between the center of mass of G49 and
G149 to either D25 C � or D125 C � were measured. The black and red curves symbolize the distance between the center of mass of two residues at the
bottom of the tips of both flaps to the catalytic Asp of monomer A for wild-type and for mutant, respectively. The blue and magenta curves depict the
distance from the C.O.M. of the tips of both flaps to the catalytic Asp of monomer B for wild-type and for mutant, respectively. For this dimension, 14.6
Å � semiopen, and the values of distances M and M2 in the closed crystallographic complexes were as follows: 11.0 Å and 11.5 Å in 1KZK (w.t.) and
10.4 Å and 10.5 Å in 1D4S. The ribbon diagram displays the location of distance M2; the red stick connects the two Gly residues whose center of mass
was utilized, while the magenta stick connects that center of mass to the respective catalytic Asp.
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often used the same definition to monitor flap behavior: the
distance between the � Carbons of I50 and I150. However,
the tip of each flap can curl in an independent and asym-
metric fashion, and the full flaps also move asymmetrically.
Even though the MD simulations performed by Schiffer’s
group on the apo HIV-1 protease began with a perfectly
symmetrical structure (the asymmetric unit of the semiopen
crystal structure used was, in fact, a monomer rather than
the dimer), the flaps behaved asymmetrically at any one
point in time (Scott and Schiffer 2000). Similarly, in crystal
structures of HIV-1 protease complexed with perfectly sym-
metrical inhibitors, differences of 0.2 to 0.6 Å were ob-
served between the two monomers for flap–drug and for
drug–catalytic Asp distances (Ala et al. 1997). Calculations
(Kurt et al. 2003) using the Gaussian Network Model
(GNM) to study the dynamics of HIV-1 protease also indi-
cated asymmetric flap motion occurs: In calculations of apo
HIV-1 protease, either one flap or the other had more mo-
bility at different snapshots. It should be mentioned that
those GNM calculations were performed using structures of
snapshots from Schiffer’s conventional MD run (Kurt et al.
2003). Because the I50–I150 distance value could be af-
fected by both the asymmetric motion of the flaps and by
the curling behavior of the flap tips, different distance mea-
surements were used to analyze these trajectories (see Figs.
6, 7, 12, and 13).

As is apparent from Figures 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 13, the
mutant’s flap–Asp values always sampled significantly
larger distances relative to the wild-type’s simulation. Thus,
no matter how the motion of the flaps was monitored, all

measurements indicated that this drug-resistant mutant’s
flaps opened several Angstroms farther than the wild-type’s
flaps during the same time period. However, by analyzing
certain distance values, both the wild type and the mutant
could be classified as having reached the semiopen confor-
mations (see the graph on the left in Fig. 6), while the use
of other distance values to define the semiopen form caused
the conclusion that only the mutant reached the semiopen
conformations (see Figs. 12 and 13, and the graph on the
right in Fig. 6). One possible explanation for that observa-
tion could be that perhaps the wild-type’s sampling behav-
ior reflects transient fluctuations involved in trying to over-
come whatever energetic or kinetic barriers impede reach-
ing the semiopen conformation’s local energetic minimum,
while the values of the mutant’s histogram peaks indicate
that it did actually reach and begin sampling a local mini-
mum encompassing some of the semiopen conformations.
That is, the wild-type’s snapshots with large flap–Asp dis-
tance values could mainly correspond to extreme fluctua-
tions within the local minima describing the closed confor-
mations and perhaps the first transition structure along the
way to reaching the semiopen form, whereas the mutant’s
simulation produced a significant number of snapshots that
were clearly sampling the semiopen conformations. A sim-
pler explanation for that observation (which is likely related
to the aforementioned explanation) is that one of the wild-
type’s flaps briefly sampled values corresponding to the
semiopen conformations, while both of the mutant’s flaps
extensively sampled the semiopen conformations (see Fig.
10). Thus, the definitions of the semiopen form that in-
volved only that one particular flap caused the conclusion
that both the wild-type and mutant systems sampled semi-
open conformations (see Fig. 6), but the definitions that
involved the other flap or that involved the center of mass of
both flap tips caused the conclusion that the wild type did
not reach the semiopen form (see Figs. 6, 12, and 13),
because one of the wild-type’s flaps did not quite open
enough to sample semiopen distance values. The most sig-
nificant point is that regardless of the particular distance that
was used to define the semiopen form, this drug-resistant
mutant ensemble always had significantly more snapshots
in the semiopen conformations than the wild-type ensemble
had.

The specific details of individual dynamic relationships
were quite insightful, such as the differences observed in the
curling behavior of the flap tips of the mutant compared to
the wild type. In these simulations the mutant protease dis-
played more frequent and more rapid curling of its flap tips
(see Fig. 3). NMR studies by Torchia’s group (Ishima et al.
1999; Freedberg et al. 2002) showed that significant sub-
nanosecond motion does indeed occur at the flap tips, and
that fluctuations of F53 (which is at the flap tip) are likely
coupled to motion of the entire flap backbone. Simulations
from Schiffer’s group (Scott and Schiffer 2000) observed

Figure 15. Qualitative anticorrelation between flap–Asp distances and
Ear–Cheek distances: Both lines represent distance trajectories from the
wild-type ensemble, but the same trend was observed in the mutant’s
trajectories. The black line above displays the trajectory of the flaps-to-Asp
distance (C.O.M. of G51 + G151 to D125 C �), while the blue curve below
depicts the Ear-to-Cheek distance (G40 C �–Q61 C �). The two trajecto-
ries have a pseudomirror symmetry plane between them, which indicates
that they are displaying anticorrelated motion.
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that the curling of the flap tips produces flap opening. Be-
cause this mutant’s flap tips experienced more rapid and
more frequent curling behavior, it was expected that this
mutant’s active site flaps would open more than the wild-
type’s flaps. By all forms of measurement attempted, this
mutant’s flaps did open significantly farther than the wild-
type’s flaps, and the mutant’s flap displacements were much
more erratic. This suggests that the fact that more flap open-
ing was displayed in the mutant’s simulation than in the
wild type’s might correspond to differences in equilibrium
preferences.

Considering that the unfavorable enthalpic cost involved
in ligand binding is due to closing and rearranging the flaps
(Luque et al. 1998), if this mutant does actually prefer the
semiopen conformations more than the wild type favors
them, then that could be a general feature contributing to its
drug resistance properties, because all of the drugs would
have to pay a larger enthalpic cost to close the mutant’s
flaps.

By comparing different active site distances to different
peripheral distances in one ensemble or the other, an obser-
vation was made that compression of the Ear to Cheek
region was correlated with opening of the flaps (see Fig.
15). Rigorous quantitative analyses performed by other
groups on the results of several different MD simulations
provide support for the notion that the Ear–Cheek and flap–
Asp displacements can display an anticorrelated relation-
ship. From the Gaussian Network Model calculations per-
formed on the apo HIV-1 protease, it appears that in the
third and fourth slowest principal modes of motion, each
active site flap was anticorrelated with the motion of the Ear
Flap of the same monomer (Kurt et al. 2003). The normal
mode analyses performed by the Karplus group on the
plethora of MD simulations that were ran on different com-
plexes of HIV-1 protease and on the closed form of the apo
HIV-1 protease also support the notion of this anticorrelated
relationship (Zoete et al. 2002). In Figure 17 of that paper,
one normal mode calculated from the simulation of the
closed form of apo HIV-1 protease shows that each Ear Flap
displayed anticorrelated motion with respect to the active
site flap to which it is connected (Zoete et al. 2002). In the
raw data in Figures 19B, 20A and B, and 21A of that paper,
the Dynamic Cross Correlation Maps (DCCMs) also indi-
cate that the motion of each Ear Flap tip can be anticorre-
lated with respect to the motion of its adjacent active site
flap tip (Zoete et al. 2002). In the simulations by Piana et al.
(2002a), when harmonic constraints were applied to the
Cheek–Ear region that pushed apart the � C’s of residues
68–39, 168–139, 69–40, and 169–140 for a 0.35-nsec MD
run, this caused a motion of the substrate towards the cata-
lytic aspartates. When the Ear–Cheek region was forced to
expand, the flaps were pushed down towards the catalytic
aspartates (Piana et al. 2002a). In Figure 16 it shows that a
comparison of the extrema for that flap–Asp distance from

throughout the wild-type simulation supports that anticor-
related relationship as well. The wild-type snapshot with the
smallest flap–Asp distance shown also had the largest Ear–
Cheek distance. Similarly, Figure 17 indicates that the local
extrema involved in that particular opening event also dis-
play this anticorrelated trend. In the opening event that
reached the wild-type’s global maximum, the snapshot with
the largest flap–Asp distance had the most compressed Ear–
Cheek region. Thus, the rigorous quantitative analyses pub-
lished by other groups and the qualitative analyses of the
results of these simulations all support the notion that the
motion of the tips of the Ear Flaps can be anticorrelated with
respect to the motion of the active site flap tips.

The presence of that anticorrelated relationship suggests a
new site on the surface of HIV-1 protease that potentially
could be used to design a new class of drugs to help treat
HIV infections. The apparent anticorrelation of the flap and
Ear displacements from the HIV protease core points to the
Ear–Cheek interface region as a potential new target against
which allosteric inhibitors could be designed. Although oth-
ers have proposed the idea of designing allosteric inhibitors
to regulate HIV protease dynamics, the idea of targeting the
Ear–Cheek region has apparently not been raised. If com-
pression of the Ear–Cheek region does correlate with flap
opening in vivo, then an inhibitor that binds to the Ear–

Figure 16. A comparison of the most open snapshots from the wild-type’s
simulation to the most closed snapshot supports that anticorrelated rela-
tionship: The solid ribbon in cyan represents the wild-type’s snapshot that
displayed the second smallest value for the I50–D25 distance
(cyan � 19,471 psec, value � 10.7 Å; the absolute minimum was snap-
shot 17,505, with a value of 10.6 Å), while the monomer on the left with
a solid orange ribbon shows the semiopen conformation of the 1HHP
crystal structure of the apo protease. The ribbons shown in line mode depict
the local maxima for the distance between I50 and D25 from the wild-
type’s simulation. These maxima were the peaks from different flap open-
ing events. The following snapshots are displayed: 11,353 � red (I50–D25
distance was 18.1 Å � the global max.), 11,574 � magenta (17.3 Å),
8647 � blue (16.6 Å). For the corresponding maxima from the mutant’s
simulation, see Fig. 11. The snapshot with the smallest distance between its
flap and Asp 25 (i.e., the cyan ribbon) has the largest distance between its
Ear and Cheek regions.
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Cheek region could stabilize either the pinched or the ex-
panded Ear–Cheek conformations. If a new class of inhibi-
tors (e.g., class AFO � Allosteric-Flap-Openers) can be de-
veloped that binds to and stabilizes the subset of the
ensemble with pinched Ear–Cheek distances, then those in-
hibitors could help keep the active site flaps in the semiopen
to fully open conformations, which would help pre-
vent the protease enzyme from ever becoming catalytically
competent.

Alternatively, if a second class of allosteric inhibitors
(e.g., class AFC � Allosteric-Flap-Closers) can be devel-
oped that binds to and stabilizes the conformations with
expanded Ear–Cheek distances, then those inhibitors could
help close the flaps and/or help keep the flaps closed. Be-
cause the massive enthalpic penalty paid by the active site
protease inhibitors involves the cost of closing the active
site flaps (Luque et al. 1998), then allosteric inhibitors that
help close the flaps could help pay that enthalpic cost, which
could improve the binding affinities of all active site pro-
tease inhibitors currently used clinically. That is, double
protease cocktails involving two entirely different targets on
HIV protease (i.e., the active site and the Ear–Cheek inter-
face) could perhaps have synergistic effects. Similarly, if
AFC inhibitors could be developed that help keep the flaps
closed, then the release of products from the active site
would be impeded, which would help prevent that protease
molecule from undergoing another catalytic cycle.

Any inhibitor that binds to the Ear–Cheek interface re-
gion and disturbs or exploits the normal dynamic relation-
ships involved in correlating the motions of the active site

flaps to the rest of the protease enzyme would likely be a
useful inhibitor. This potential new site is proposed publicly
to guide drug design studies in the future towards the goal
of developing allosteric inhibitors to regulate motion of the
active site flaps. If such allosteric inhibitors can be created,
that should aid in the evasion of the drug resistance that
continually develops.

Materials and methods

Starting structures/protein extraction

The coordinates of the two complexes of HIV-1 protease
(1KZK.pdb � the wild-type HIV-1 protease:JE-2147 complex
and 1D4S.pdb � the V82F/I84V double mutant HIV-1 prote-
ase:Tipranavir complex) were downloaded from the Protein Data
Bank (Thaisrivongs et al. 1996; Berman et al. 2000; Reiling et al.
2002). Although the two systems are referred to as “wild type” and
“double mutant,” there are actually eight differences in their amino
acid sequence/monomer. The mutant has only two drug-resistance
mutations—V82F and I84V—but it also has the N37S substitu-
tion, which is a natural polymorphism. The “wild-type” system has
the Q7K substitution that is used to decrease autoproteolysis (Q7K
is present in many to most constructs that are used for structural,
kinetic, and binding affinity studies), and the wild type also has the
natural polymorphisms K14R, R41K, and I64V. The “wild-type”
system also has the minor mutation L63P, which has little effect on
binding affinity, and which is present in 56% of the isolates whose
sequences are deposited in Stanford’s HIV DataBase (http://hivdb.
stanford.edu/), which contains nearly all published sequences, in-
cluding those in GenBank, as well as isolates from people partici-
pating in clinical trials (Rhee et al. 2003). Thus, the only signifi-
cant differences between the primary structures of the two systems
studied here are expected to be the presence of the V82F and I84V
drug-resistance mutations in the mutant system. The locations of
those mutations and a possible new terminology for the topology
of HIV-1 protease are displayed in Figure 1.

Protein preparation and simulation details

The preparation of both of the protease systems was identical, and
it followed a protocol established previously (Lin et al. 2003). The
crystal structures 1KZK and 1D4S were obtained from the PDB,
the inhibitors were deleted from the active sites, and hydrogens
were added using the WHATIF program (Nielsen et al. 1999) of
the PDB2PQR service (Hooft et al. 1996). The crystallographic
water molecules and the chloride counterions from each crystal
structure were maintained throughout the preparation process, and
solvation of the proteins with additional TIP3P waters (Jorgensen
et al. 1983) was then done using LEaP (Schafmeister et al. 1995).
The buffer distance chosen was 10 Å for both systems, which
means that there is at least a 10 Å-thick layer of water between
each protein and the edges of its cubic box. To achieve electro-
neutrality of the system, a few of the bulk waters were manually
changed into Cl− counterions. Thus, the wild-type protease dimer
was surrounded by 8464 water molecules (223 were crystallo-
graphic) and 6 Cl− ions (which makes the total size of the system
28,526 atoms) during the simulations, while the drug-resistant mu-
tant protease dimer was encased in 9614 water molecules (133
were crystallographic) and 4 Cl− ions (for a total system size of
31,976 atoms). The difference in the number of water molecules

Figure 17. A comparison of the local extrema sampled during the opening
event that reached the wild-type’s global maximum supports that anticor-
related relationship: The ribbon diagrams show snapshots of the local
extrema involved in the flap opening event that proceeded from an I50–
D25 value of 13.4 Å at 11,227 psec (the red ribbon) to a value of 18.1 Å
at 11,353 psec (the purple ribbon). The other snapshots are as follows:
11,273 � orange (17.6 Å) and 11,284 � green (14.5 Å). Examine the left
side of the figure. Note that the conformation with the largest flap–Asp
distance (the purple ribbon) also has the most compressed Ear–Cheek
region.
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added by LEaP to each system was due to differences in the
orientation of each protein within its cubic box.

A restrained energy minimization was performed on each
of those two protease systems using the SANDER module of
AMBER7 (Case et al. 2002; note: The version of SANDER used
was modified and recompiled by Jung-Hsin Lin to improve its
utilization of the NMR-type restraints). For both the minimizations
and the subsequent MD runs, the long-range Coulombic interac-
tions were handled by the particle mesh Ewald method (Essmann
et al. 1995) with cubic spline approximation (the direct sum tol-
erance was set to 0.00001). The minimizations were performed for
500 iterations of steepest descent, and a force constant of 30 kcal/
mole/Å2 was applied to the restrained atoms. During those mini-
mizations, the heavy atoms of the proteins and the oxygen atoms
of the crystallographic waters were restrained, which allowed for
the optimization of both the hydrogens (which were added both to
the proteins and to the crystallographic waters) as well as the
optimization of the thousands of waters added by LEaP.

After the restrained minimizations, Equilibration Molecular Dy-
namics (EqMD) runs were performed to gently heat the systems
and to relax them to their proper densities. These EqMD runs used
the exact same restraints that were used in the minimizations.
Because the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al. 1977) was used in
the EqMD runs and in the subsequent production quality MD runs,
the hydrogen atoms had their bond stretching degrees of freedom
prohibited, which allowed for the use of a 2-fsec time step. The
minimized structures were used as the reference structures for the
Equilibration MD runs, which caused the proteins to maintain their
original structures while the solvent environments were allowed to
reach their proper densities.

The heating and restraint procedure for EqMD was as follows:
During 0–10 psec, the temperature was increased linearly from 50
to 100 K while a force constant of 30 kcal/mole/Å2 was applied to
all of the restrained atoms. During 10–20 psec, the temperature
was increased from 100 to 200 K (the same force constant was still
being applied). For the 20–30-psec period, the temperature was
increased from 200 to 300 K, while that same force constant was
still being applied to the restrained atoms. The temperature was
maintained at 300 K for the rest of the EqMD runs and for the
entire production phase of the MD runs. That same force constant
was still applied during 30–40 psec, and then the force constant
linearly decreased to zero during 40–60 psec. The last 40 psec of
EqMD (i.e., 60–100 psec) were performed without any restraints.

At the end of the EqMD runs, the density of the wild-type
system was 1.016 g/cc, while the density of the mutant system
was 1.015 g/cc. The restart files from those EqMD runs were
then used as the inputs for all of the subsequent production quality
MD runs. These long-scale MD runs (i.e., 22 nsec each for both
systems) were performed at 300 K using the constant NPT condi-
tions (isothermal-isobaric) on two 2-GHz Xeon processors, which
produced ∼70 psec of MD/day. The reference pressure was set
equal to 1 Bar, and the Berendsen barostat (Berendsen et al. 1984)
was used with the pressure-coupling constant of 0.1 psec. The
temperature was maintained at 300 K using the Berendsen ther-
mostat (Berendsen et al. 1984) with the coupling constant of 0.2
psec. The center of mass motion was removed at the end of each
picosecond, and solvent and solute atoms were coupled to a single
thermostat.
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